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ABSTRACT

Stress-wave theori,.- ..n the literature are reviewed to determine
which equations should be used to design the XM587E2 Point-Detonating
(PD) switch v-o Drec'..ide premature closure when an artillery projectile

is fired into a t ical rainstorm. But, because of wide variations in
calculated imp,. piessures, the equations are not used. Experimental
iata are used instead to show 1;hat the projectile impact ;with a rain-
drop is almost a perfectly plastic momentum trinsfer; hence, a PD
switch design based upon perfectly elastic impact theory contains an
ir.'.erent factor of safety.
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Figure 1. Primary PD) design for the XM58; E2 fuze as patterned after the XM5-77
PD system. Impact forcets the honeycomb to crush unti! the plunger completes an5

electrical connection.



1. INTIRC ý,UCTION

*4

As pre-iently designed, z-he Point-Detonating (PD) element proposed
ar the XM.97P2 fuze (fig. l) is expected to meet most, but not all, of
zhe design requirements. These include superquick function on water
x-t 400 ft/sec, although, based on XM577 data, 500 ft/sec is expected.
Also, the PD element should be able to pass through 10,000 ft of a
7-in./hr rainfiel' at 3000 ft/sec without premature closure. But, ex-
trapolated XA577 data indicate safe flight may he limited to 7,000 ft.
Some changes in the design parameters are necessary, and an analysis
of the mechanics of operation can guide these changes. The design is
patterned after that used in the XM577 fuze, and a review of the anal-
ysis performed by the XM577 contractor showed: (1) a drag theory was
used to calculated the force co-curring during impact with a raindrop,
while the conventional approach in the literature is to use stress-
wave theory; (2) the area over which the water pressure acts was arbi-
trarily assumed to be the cross-sectional area of the droplet. Stress
waves reflecting from the sides of the drop that diminish both the area :
and duration. of contact were not considered (fig. 2).1 As a result,
this analysis was not used in the XM587E2 PD design. The literature
was consulted to determine which equations couild be used for an impulse
analysis, and the results are summarized in table I. Calculations

S~using these equations are shown in table II to have wide variations,
S~so the impulse approach was abandoned in favor of a momentum analysis.
S~The difference between the two appraoches is that the variables on the
S~right side of Newton's law are treated rather than those on the left
S~side.

{I

1.MULSE MOMENTUM

where F = force of raindrop impact
t = time fm
m = mass of the PD plungerV = projectile velocity

1Mofis, J., Jr., m Sperh nic Ras n and Sand E cnsgod Research, Pot 11," AFM.-TR-9-7, Septembe 1969, p. i.s

pattrne aftr tat sed n te X577 uze anda rvie of he nal
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DROPLET

77 RIGID MASS C
(a) AS A RIGID MASS IMPACTS A STATIONARY DROP. A COMPRESSVE WAVE IS (c) THE SHOCK MOVES UPWARD AT THE SHOCS SPEED. Cs REFLECTED

GE.NEATED. AND WATER IIRHIND THE WAVE MOVES AT THE MASS VELOCITY. V. WAVES MOVE INWARD TO REDUCE ThE AREA Of PRESSURE ACT4IG ON

THE MAS. HIGH VELOCIIV WATER JETS RADIALLY-

(b) THE WATER IN COMPRESSION IS SHADED. A STAILE SHOCK ATTACHES TO THE (d) THE SHOCK REFLECTS AND WATER JUMPS AWAY LIE A IALL FROM

TERMMUS Of THE DROP AND MASS A RAT.

Figure 2. Events during an impact with a raindrop at high velocity.

2. THEORETICAL CONCEPT

Table II shows that the duration of contact of a drop on the PD
element is very short; hence, there is little motion of the plunger
in this time span. The impact simply imparts an initial velocity to
the plunger relative to the projectile. The.system under analysis,
then, is the moving plunger with the force generated by the stagnated
windstream acting on the front and the forces due to the crush element
and internal pressure of the fuze acting on the back. The stagnation
pressure of the windstream may be found from standard flow tables, so
the only unknown in the system is the initial velocity of the plunger.

If the impact were perfectly elastic, the plunger velocity (rela-
tive to the projectile) would be a maximum, and this is given by

VE 1+M/m

where VE plunger velocity; perfectly elastic impact
m = mass of a raindrop

If the impact were perfectly plastic, the velocity would be a minimum.

u 1 (2)
VP

where VP = plunger velocity; perfectly plastic impact

Figure 2 shows that water either flows with the plunger or radially
away from the normal impact; hence, up to this instant (fig. 2c) the
impact is primarily perfectly plastic. This assumption was used by
Kosdnocky2 in his XM557 PD analysis, but no firm basis for the assump-
tion has been established. The reason for concern is that figure 2d

2
Kosdnocky, S., 'Design and Evaluation of o Rain insensitive Modification to the M.57E1 Point Detonatlng Fuze,

TR-3894, Fcoallnny Arsenal. New Jersey. Apri 1969, p. 100.
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Table I. Survey of rain impact equations in the literature compared with thoseI of a contractor derived for the XM577 PD systems

C = speed of sounL in water; CD = drag coefficient; CT = speed of
sound in the target; 7'/Z = accustic impedance; P = hydraulic

6 pressure; L = length of track PD traversed into the rainfield;
p = density of water without a subscript, and density of the
target with a subscript t, d = diameter of a raindrop

,: •Impact Duration Mamu

_ _Area of ConstantsPesr of Contac

SXM5•77 I• 2

° • Contractor 2 4vpVdV•

SBowden' pCV

:•4 d V2L d_
£-•Bowdon4 .. " CL = C + 2V

S~~de Haller VC-
[_ I ~+ PC ."'

• PTCT

apVC 0.41
67.8 apC1 .9Engel 1 I +_______0.59 _ _PC

•- p -'s Z' PTCTan

ileyman! PC!)I2Z9 ' n

t "V L ( + - , I

•_ • 3Bowden, F. 1'. an Brunton, J1. H., "The Deformation o~f Solids by Liquid Impact at Supersonic Speeds," Roy

:-Society (Lendon), Proceedingls, Series A, 263, (October 10, 19%1).S • 4Bowden, F. P. and Field, J. E., -The Brittle Fracture of Solids by Liquid Impact, by Solid lm~oct, and by Shoclk,"
Royal Society (London), Proceedings, Series A, 282, 331-52 (November 24, 1964).5mTiruvengadan, A., The Concept of Erosion Str"ggth," Erosion byCavitation o migmnAT-T-0

Ameica Socet ofinlmet AesiTMMaerilT,1974
- mria Scet f etigMaeias 15, 2.

6 Engel, 0. C-., "Woterdrop Collisions with Solid Surfaces," Journal of Research of th National Bureau of Standards,
i ;_.. 5,, 281.98 (May 1955).

S"Engel, 0. G., Resistance of White Sapphire and Hot-Pressed Alumina to Collision with Liquid Drops," Jora of_
Research of thle Nattonol Bureau of Standards• 64.A, 499-512 (November-Decunber 1960).S@~~Engel, ). G., "Note on Particle Velocity in Colli-sions Betw~ee Liq•:dl Drops and Solids," Journal of Research ofS~the Nation.al Bureau of Standards, 64A, 497-98 (November-December 1960).

-
9 i'-eman, F. J., "Eiee Ubersicht Von-Sc.usseln Zu den Verhaltnissen Zwischen der Erosion Geschwindiglkeit and :

A• 'schlogs-Porameteon," Fcrschungs Konferenz Regenerosion, 16. 98-157 (August 1967).9
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Table I. Comparison of calculated effects of aluminum. impacting

a 5-mm water drop at 3000 ft/sec.

p T- A

(_bl,._) (_r se(/) 1 (iný )
XM577

Contractor 121,000 5.4 0.03

Bowden 3 202,000

Bowden 4 0.4 0.002

deHailer5  182,000

Engel " •" s75,000

Heyman 9322,000

Constants:

V = 3000 ft/sec = 36,000 in./sec
C = 5000 ft/sec = 60,000 in./sec

S~P = 9.35 x 10 "s ib--sec2/in .4

C = 16,708 ft/sec = 200,500 ln./sec

PT = 25.8 x 10-s lb-sec 2 /in. 4

d = 5 mm = 0.196 in.
C 0 = 2 for a flat plate

Zt/Z = 9.23; Vs /V = 0.81

= 0.385

3 Bowden, F P. and Brunton, J. H., 'The Deformation of Solids by Liquid Impact at Supersonic Speeds." Royal
Society (London), Proceedings, Series t, 263, (October 10, 1961).

4 Bowden, F. P. and Field, J. E., *The Brittle Fracture of Souids by Liquid Impact, by Solid Impact, oan by Shock,"
Royal Society Q'-.on.dn), Proceedings, Series A 282, 331-52 (November 24, 0964).

5 Thiruvengadon, A., The Concept of Erosion Strength," Erosion by Cavitation or Impingement, ASTM-STP-403
American Society of Testing Materials, 1957, R22.

6 Engel, 0. G., "Waverdrop Collisions with Solid Suriaces," Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards,
54, 281-98 (May 1955).

7E-ngel, 0. G., "Resistance of White Sapphire and Hot-Pressed Alumina to Collision with Liquid Drops," Journal of
Research of the National Bureau of Standrfds, M4A, 499-512 (November-December 1960).

8Engel, 0. G., *Note an Particle Velocity in Collisions Betueen Liquid DMops and Solids," Journal of Research of
the National Bureau of Standards, 64A, 497-98 (Novemnber-December 1960).

9 Heyman, F. J., °Eine Ubersicht Von Schusseln Zu den Veholtnissen Zwischen der Erosion Geschwindigkeit and
Aufschlogs-Porameteun," Forschungs Konferenz Regenerasion, 16. 98-157 (August 1967).
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A1

shows that a stress wave transverses up the drop in the normal direc-
tion, so water can be expected to jump away from the plunger when the
wave reflects from the free surface. Therefore, the overall momentum
exchange must be somewhat between perfectly elastic and perfectly
plastic, and a coefficient of restitution (r) may be required for a
plausible momentum analysis. In this case, the plunger velocity rela-
tive to the projectile is

V (1+ r)V (31I + M/m

where VR = plunger velocity; partially plastic-partially elastic impact

The value of r is unknown. The need for defining a coefficient, how-
ever, is determined by comparing the theoretical range of energy that
can be transmitted to an XM577 PD passing through a rainstorm to
energies absorbed in rocket sled tests.

If N drops of a single diameter are impacted on the XM577 PD on
the rocket sled, the total energy that is delivered to the crush
element by the impact force and by the air pressure differentiation
on the plunger is

E = N(K.E.) + (Po + Pi)AS (4)

where E = energy
N = number of drops impacting A
K.E. = kinetic energy
Po = stagnation pressure of the windstream
Pi =atmospheric pressure at the rocket sled launch site
S = total deflection of the plunger
A = frontal aica of the PD

The value of N for a trajectory through a rainfield of uniform drop
size is 2

N SAL (5)

where S = density of droplets in the rainfield
L = length of track PD traversed into the rainfield

However, an actual rainfield is composed of a spectrum of drop sizes,
and .- value of N can be defined for each. The total energy that
would be absorb3d by a crush element behind the plunger is actually

E = (N1KEI + N2KE 2 + N 3KE3 + .... ) + (PO + Pi)AS (6)

The various values of N are calculated using eq (5) and the values
of 8 shown in figure 3. This droplet density spectrum represents
the output of the nozzles at Holloman Air Force Base (HAFB) used in
the XM577 PD rocket-sled tests. (The nozzles used were the VEEJET
H 1/2 U-80-200 series operated at 6 lb/in. 2 manifold pressure.)

2 Kosdnocky, S., "Desigr .nd Evaluation of a Rain Insensitive Modification to the M557E1 Point Detonating Fuze."
TR-3894, Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey, Apri! 1969, p. 100.
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Figure 3. Droplet density data. (These data were provided by HAFB.)

The mean drop size shown on the abscissa represents the average diam-
eter value for drops counted within a range of diameters; i.e.,

Range of Drop Diameters Mean Diameter

(Mm) (,am)

0.25- 0.Y5 0.50
0.75- 1.25 1.00
1.25-1.75 1.50

The density spectrum shown in figure 3 is an average of 96 meas-
"-rements made at different positions :.long the test track. Figure 4
shows that large variations occurred during some of these measurements;
therefore, some inaccuracies from eq (5) are expected.

12
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Figure 4. Spre•d in values for 14 of the samples used to constru:t

3figure 3. (The date were provided by HAFB.)3. CALCULATIONS

During rain sensitivity tests on the XM577 PD, one element de-
pressed 0.288 in. after two sled tests amounting to a total of 3440 ft.
of a 25-in./hr rainfield. The sled velocity was about 3000 ft/sec, the
frontal area of the plunger was 0.196 in.' (0.5-in. diameter), and the
plunger weight was 2.9 g. Two repo7ts from the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics show the stagnation pressure was

P0 = 337 psi (7)

if the standard sea level conditions of 590F and 14.7 psi are assumed
for the test site. The work done by the windstream on tne ineycomb
is then

(Po - Pd)AS = 18.2 lb-in. (8)

This calculation fulfills one part of eq (6), and table III shows
the ranqe of energy that could be imparted to the crush element by
the raindrops as calculated from 1, 2, 4, 5, and the density data in
figure 3. Substituting the totals from table III and the value from
eq (8? into eq (6) shows

69 _ E < 222 lb-in. (9)

The two summations of ca'culated energies in tab•e III way be
compared to the energy actually absorbed by the affected honeycomb.
The crush strength was a constant between 200 and 300 lb, and the
total crush was 0.288 in.; hence, the energy absorbed is

58 _ E _ 86 lb-in. (10)

13
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The strain rate sensitivity of the honeycomb shown in figure 5 is
neglected in this calculation because the plunger velocity is rcla- I
tively small (table III).

The calculated versus measured energy comparison is mere effec-
tive when additional data are included. Table IV shows deflection
and distance measurements made on several XM577 samples, and figure
6 shows that the theory of perfectly plastic impact best describes
the measured crush energies. As a result, the coefficient of resti-
tution in eq (3) is taken to be 0. The discrepancy between the data
and theory is probably caused by inaccuracies in the rain conditions
assumed for the test, or by the assumption that the sled had no ve-
locity decay in the rainfield. Another factor may be that the accel-
eration of the sled toward the rainfield is sufficiently slow that
the pressure inside the fuze approaches hie windstream stagnation
pressure, in which case eq 9) reduces to

51 < E < 204 (11)

Table III. Energy calculations for the YM577 PD moving through the heavy HAFB rainfleld.
The sled velocity was 3000 ft/sec, the length of rainfield was 3440 ft, .nd the plunger proper-
ties were M = 16.5 x 10-6 lb-sec 2/in, and A = 0.196 in. 2

FPugrCrush Fner7 - -i
SlMean drop i Velocity i lits, Energy/Run

size, d i s s [- N
- I ! , \'" I V, (K.E.). (K.E.)•. d...) J(K.E.).I

(mm) I (drops/r'), (Ib-sec 2/in.) (in./s c) (in./s ;() i lb-i. )t ( -lb-in.)

o- .5 2 8,'4ý0O 0.003 1 0./sc) :i.000.2 (lb-in.) 6 00
1.0 7,500 .(J.W29 13 6 0.001 ý0.0003 9901 1.4 0.3
1.5 3:200 0.010 43 121 10.01 10.003 422' 7 1.7
2.0 1.400 0.023 103 51 I.OP 0.02 2

2.5 600 0.046 .02 101 *0.3 0.0S 79 27 I7
3.0 i 2501 0.080 349 i 174 i 1 0' 33 33 !8

3.5 100 0.1Y8 553 1276 2 0.6 1 3 8•3
4.0 501 0.1S1 822 411 5 ;1 6 37 9

4.5 19 0.272 1165 i5s2 :11 322 17
5.0 8 0.373 1589 I794 j20 5 1 22 6

i TOTAL 2 51
Nett The r,-'.-, 

4 
sr.$ -f : -n t . .tli. ese :.!. mns .s Im: ted SC as nc! to leave :he i.press.ion that the co•alcvla ot.s oe

f.,ghly accurate

Table IV. Crush measurements made on the XM577 PD elements after
repeated rocket slad passes through a 2000-ft rainfleld

XM477 Sample Total rain exposure Total honeycomb cxmsh
(9) -

4 !3/32

4 4900 3/32
4 6000 5 /32
6 2000 5/32
9 3440] 9/32

14
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

The theory of perfectly elastic impact should be used to change
the critical parameters of the XM587E2 PD system. This will include
an inherent safety factor in the final design.

Rain tests scheduled for the XM587E2 PD system should include
HAFB droplet density measurements to assist in analysis of the re-
sults; also, a drop catcher should be mounted on the rocket sled to
check the accuracy of the calculation of the number of drops im-
pacted. Additional evidence about the number and size of drops hit
should be collected by providing a sample that is marked, but not
eroded, by the raindrops, thereby allowing a visual count of the im-
pacts. A linear spring-mass system should be included to obtain ad-
ditional data about the maximum energy transferred by the rain impact.

An impulse analysis should be performed with each of the equations
listed in table I to determine which equation best agrees with the
XM577 test results. This will provide a design guide for nose-cone
erosion studies and future PD systems. It will also permit calcula-
tions to be made on the rain sensitivity of inertial impact switches
now used in artillery and rocket fuzes.

16
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A Frontal area of the PD

8 Density of droplets in the rainfield

C Speed of sound in water

CD Drag coefficient

Cs Shock speed in water

CT Speed of sound in the target

d Diameter of a raindrop

6 Amount of honeycomb crush

E Energy; subscripts e and p denote calculations for totally elastic-
and plastic impacts

F Force of raindrop impact

K.E. Kinetic energy; subscripts e and p denote energy associated with
perfectly elastic and plastic collisions, respectively

L Length of track PD traversed into the rainfield

m Mass of a raindrop

M Mass of the PD plunger

N Number of drops impacting A; subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote the
number associated with particular mean drop sizes

P Hydraulic pressure

Po Stagnation pressure of the windstream
Pi Atmospheric pressure at the gun launch site

r Coefficient of restitution

p Density of water without a subscript, and density of the target
with a subscript t

T Time

T Duration of contact between impacting plunqer arv' drop

V Prcjectile velocity

VEVP Plunger velocity; subscripts e and p refer to perfectly elastic
Vr and plastic impacts; subscript r refers to impact partially

plastic and partially elastic

v Radial jet velocity of an impact raindrop

Z/Z' Acoustic impedance
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